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FOLLOWING MR  Bonnsr'r's note in the last Ricardian under the  above title, relating
to bastardisation and the  Duke  of York‘, some  further elaboration seemed neces-
sary.

As Mr Barrett  says, there is no question  that a  bastard may be  ennobled:  in-
deed  King Edward’s own bastard, Arthur, was created  Viscount  Lisle in 1523 in
full knowledge  of his bastardy. Richard and Edward however do not  fall  into  the
same, simple category as  their  half-brother. Whatever Edward  IV’s  personal belief
as to the  validity of his marriage, it is clear  that  he fully intended Edward, or fail-
ing him  Richard, to succeed as his legitimate heir. Edward IV never made any
concession as to  their illegitimacy, and  till  June  1483  it was commonly held  that
they were  legitimate.  It is  equally apparent  that  the princes were  given  their
honours  because  their high  birth  demanded  appropriate dignification. When the
princes were declared  illegitimate  the  Protector  could  hold  that  the  raison  d  ’é‘tre of
their  ennoblement had  gone, and  that  logically therefore  they should  lose  their
honours.

But of course the morals of the  issue did not necessarily quash  letters  patent.
For instance, Richard passed a special act to annul  those  patents  granted  to
Elizabeth  Woodville: they were  not  automatically cancelled by the invalidation of
he): marriage with  Edward IV.  This point  has  been  taken  up by the  compilers  of
the  Complete Peerage  with regard to the grants of  28th  June.  They comment  that
‘the  new  King held  that  the  Duke  of York had  lost  his titles of Norfolk and  Not-
tingham, although  it is not possible to reconcile such  a  View  with any principle of
law.’ Therefore it  follows that  by the creation of  28th  June ‘Richard III  either  ig-
nored  that  of Edward IV or  tacitly acknowledged that  his nephew was dead’.2 As
the  Complete  Peerage  then  goes  on to  state, on  inadequate  grounds,  that  the
princes were  still  alive on 2nd November, 1483,’ we  must  assume  that  the  View  is
expressed  that  Richard  was simply superseding his  brother’s  creations.  This  is.cer-
tainly a preferable interpretation to the view  that  Richard was  ‘tacitly
acknowledging that  his  nephew  was  dead’.

But was  Richard  in  fact acting contrary to  ‘any principle  of  law’?  The  ques-
tion  of the effect, in law, of rendering the princes illegitimate has  already been
analysed  in  this  journal,4 and it is apparent  that  Richard  himself, who was
generally at pains to  operate  within  the law, felt  that  his  actions  were  just  and
legal.  The arguments for  this  are  strong.  The Act for the  Settlement  of the Crown
on Richard III  which  recorded the tenor of the  famous  ‘roll of  parchment’ said,
‘Also, it appeareth  evidently and followeth, that  all  th’Issue  and  Children  of the
said  King Edward, being Bastards, and unable to inherite or to clayme any thing
by Inheritance, by the Lawe and  Custome  of Englond.’ The  legality of  this enact-
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ment  was questioned by Mary O’Regan,° but our point is  that  for Richard to use
it at  all, he must  have  believed in its applicability. In other words, that  had the
case  of the  illegitimacy come before the appropriate courts, the result  would  have
allowed  the common law to pronounce  disinheritance.

After  Edward  V  was bastardised he ceased to be recognised as king. Given
this, was  King Richard to let  young Richard retain  a  status  commensurate  with
that  of second son of the sovereign? To  have  done so would  have  been  both  incon-
sistent  and  impolitic.  Therefore the new  king might  have  reasoned  that  sequestra-
tion  was as defensible as the deposition of Edward V.

But perhaps the  strongest argument that  King Richard held  young Richard’s
titles  to be  lost, lies in the simple  timing of the bastardisation and the  subsequent
grants elsewhere. Let us examine this in  detail.  Richard of Shrewsbury was  Duke
of  York  and Norfolk, Earl Marshal, Earl of Warenne and  Nottingham  and  Lord
Lieutenant of Ireland.7 A  mere two  days  after the  ‘acceptance’ of the bastardisa—
tion  most of  these honours and  offices  had been bestowed  elsewhere.  Berkeley was
given Nottingham, Thomas Howard  made Earl of Surrey,“ which  we are  told
positivel  represented the Earldom of  Warenne,” and John Howard was given
Norfolk  °  and made Earl  Marshal ‘and  all other offices pertaining to the office ..  .
which John, late  Duke  of Norfolk, lately held and which  have  come  into the  king’s
hands  because he died  without  male  heirs  of his  body.’” It is interesting that  in
this  patent, no concession is made  that  Richard of York  ever  held the office of
Earl Marshal. It is  tempting therefore to deduce  that  this is  inferring that
Richard’s  tenure  of  that  office was fraudulent.  Finally, on  19th July, Richard  III’s
son Edward was made  Lieutenant  of  Ireland  for three years.11 The mere  fact that
these  grants and appointments were made  without  an official annulment of
Richard of  York’s  titles serves to  suggest that King'Richard  felt such annulment
to be unnecessary whatever the  legal position. This View  is reinforced by the
absence of, so far as  I  am aware, any official governmental reference to the  young
Richard by any of his  erstwhile  titles  once  the bastardisation was  ‘fmalised’.  It is
noteworthy that  he is not even referred to as  Duke  of York—his only title which
was not  rapidly bestowed  elsewhere.”

What  emerges from all  this  is  that  it is the party that  commands the  greatest
power  which  interprets the law in  such  matters of  state  and applies its
interpretation, correct or otherwise, and  that  for Richard III the bastardisation did
involve  forfeiture.  This  elementary observation  of power politics is surely even
more  true' of the succession to the Crown  itself, as in the  cases  cited  by Mr
Barrett. But it is unwise to  infer that  bastardy was not  a  disqualification for tenury
of the  Crown.  In  a  perfect world, devoid  of  political  upheavals, the Crown would
not  pass  to  a  bastard—consider  1685  for  instance.

However we could hypothesise  that  had  Richard  of York  subsequently taken
the  Crown from  the  reigning monarch, the  bastardisation  of June  1483 would
have  been  ignored  but then probably later  revoked in order to add dynastical right
to  right  of  conquest.  Though Prof. Wood  may be correct to  stress  the importance
of the  ‘elective’ concept of English  kingship,” late  medieval  kings were  always
conscious  of the  weight  lent to  their title  by legitimate heredity, and  this  is as  true
of  those  who  assumed  the  Crown  during a  succession crisis, as of  those  who
peacefully inherited  it  from their  fathers. Richard III was at pains to  argue  his
own  right  on the  basis  of  heredity and  legitimacy, and even the  ‘elected’
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Bolingbroke  contrived  an argument  that  his  mother’s  great-grandfather was in
fact Edward  I’s  older brother  in  order  to  prove  a  superior dynastical  right to that
of  Richard  II.
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WHITE SURREY
The  story that  Richard III  rode  to battle in August 1485 on a white  horse, named  '
White  Surrey, has  become  firmly fixed in the  minds  of  many people  as absolute
fact.  It has  been  used  by many popular  authors, such  as  Elizabeth Jenkins_ (The
Princes  in the  Tower,  London, 1978, p.213), who cites for her  authorities
Shakespeare  and P. M.  Kendall.  The  latter  has  been  responsible  for  a  renewal  of
the legend, since  he cites the British  Library Harleian  Manuscript 433 as  evidence
that  Richard had a  horse  of  that  name  (Harl.  MS.  433,  £4, see P. M.  Kendall,
Richard  111, London, 1955, p.492, note 1). This is not in  fact  so.  There  is  indeed  a
list of the King’s  horses, ‘at grass’ in  various  places, on  folio  4, but none are  called
by any name  remotely similar  to White Surrey.  None  of the  original sources  for
the  period  gives  this name, the earliest  history to mention  Richard’s horse  is that
of  Edward Hall, who  says  that he was ‘mounted on a great white courser’ (Union
of the Two  Noble Families  of Lancaster  and  Yoi‘k,  London, 1550, Richard III,
f.28b).  This  may, or more probably, may not, embody a genuine tradition. The
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